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Abstract—In our ongoing research we focus on detection of 

firearms and knives in video stream from Closed Circuit 

Video Television. During this research we came across a 

multiple-objective optimization problem. Our system 

operation depends on a set of launch parameters that differ 

between experiments. In this paper we describe and 

compare several automated optimization algorithms used 

for selection of these parameters. We apply those algorithms 

in order to select the best configuration parameters and 

compare them in the context of our system aiming at 

automated detection of dangerous tools. 

 

Index Terms—hyperparameter optimization, genetic 

algorithms, random search, Bayesian optimization, 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In this paper we describe a solution, that was 

developed and tested while working on a system for 

automated detection of dangerous tools (such as firearms 

and knives) in the Closed Circuit Television (CCTV) 

streams1. Our system is designed to raise and alarm and 

alert the CCTV system operator if a person holding such 

an object is detected by out algorithms. Our requirements 

for the system is to (at highest priority) keep the number 

of false positives as low as possible (with target value at 

one for each 24 hours of a CCTV stream) and (at lower 

priority) maximize the number of dangerous event 

detections. 

The system consists of several modules, of which two 

are crucial for this paper – the neural network module 

(denoted as H_NN) and the decision maker module 

(denoted as H_DM). The H_NN module is a deep neural 

network trained to analyze sub-images of a single frame 

from a CCTV stream. The sub-images are selected using 

a sliding window of a constant size. The H_NN returns, 

for each of the sub-images, the probability that the sub-

image contains a dangerous object. 

As it can be observed, in such approach the H_NN 

module utilizes only intra-frame information contained in 

each of the frames. The H_DM module, on the other hand, 

utilizes the inter-frame information and the fact, that the 

dangerous object is usually visible on multiple 

consecutive frames and should be located in generally 

similar location on the consecutive frames. 
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One of the problems we had to tackle was how to 

select the optimal parameters that determine the operation 

of the H_DM module in order to meet the project 

requirements. Moreover, the parameter selection process 

had to be fast and highly automated, as in the research on 

the H_NN module we have experimented with numerous 

(over 40) different architectures, each requiring a separate 

set of H_DM parameters. 

II. PROBLEM STATEMENT 

Ideally the parameters chosen for a system should be 

optimal, however in some cases finding the optimum may 

be impossible or impossible in a reasonable time. 

Nonetheless automated optimization was required in 

order to find suboptimal parameter set over given training 

dataset. 

For the H_NN module we have experimented with 

numerous architectures, each requiring its own 

suboptimal parameter set. The numerical results 

presented in this paper are based on one of those 

architectures – the MobileNet [1] enhanced by training on 

our own dataset (ex. [2]). 

The H_NN returns a queue containing the coordinates 

of the sub-image with highest probability of containing 

firearms as well as that probability value. The H_DM 

module takes as an input that queue and returns another, 

this time only with coordinates of detection (or (-1, -1) 

value when no detection has been determined). 

For the purpose of evaluation the results from the 

H_NN the H_DM requires 3 parameters: 

 Maximum detections meaning how many 

subsequent frames in the video should contain 

positive detections. This parameter utilizes 

assumption, that a firearm or a knife should be 

visible on more than one subsequent frame. 

 Maximum distance (measured in pixels) between 

sub-images on subsequent frames with those 

detections. This parameter utilizes assumption, 

that a firearm or knife should be detected in a 

given small radius between subsequent frames, as 

it should not move far at our recording speed of 25 

Frames Per Second (FPS). 

 Threshold meaning the minimum probability that 

given sub-image contains firearms, that defines 

the sensitivity of the H_DM module. 

In order to meet the project requirements we proposed 

the weighted sum model [3], [4] for evaluating H_DM 
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module behavior. The selected weights reflect the 

importance of avoiding false alarms over the overall 

ability of the system to detect events and have been 

determined as a result of conducted tests. For the purpose 

of our project we define ‘an event’ as a series of 

continuous positive detections, after which there is a no 

detection period. Thus, we aim to maximize the function 

as defied in formula (1). 

f = - 0.8⋅n + 0.2 ⋅g                           (1) 

where: 

 f - H_DM’s function value 

 n - events detected on movies which don’t contain 

firearms 

 g - events detected on movies which do contain 

firearms 

III. RELATED WORK 

The idea of choosing optimal hyperparameter set in 

video analysis has been refereed in articles such as [5] 

and [6] where authors used grid search with k-fold cross-

validation in search for optimal SVM parameters. Also in 

[7] authors used the particle swarm optimization for that 

purpose. Lameski et al. [8] describe the role of grid 

search in SVM parameters tuning in preventing over-

fitting. 

This approach is also present in other domains. In [9] 

the authors give a review of decision making techniques 

of detecting heart diseases with parameters optimized by 

using a genetic algorithm. In [10] water demand 

forecasting system is optimized by using parallel global 

optimization method. In [11] the authors use Bayesian 

optimization for drug-target interaction prediction 

The comparison of hyperparameter optimization is 

widely explored in such articles as [12]. In [13] and [14] 

a comparison of different evolutionary approaches to 

hyperparameter optimization is provided. The authors of 

[15] did a performance comparison for the purpose of 

utilization in wireless sensor networks. Moreover, Google 

provides its own internal service for blackbox 

optimization [16]. 

IV. ALGORITHMS 

The initial approach featured first manual search then 

grid search — the entire system was launched for every 

movie in the test set and for every parameter set in a grid 

in order to determine the best solution. Because of the 

size of training set and the processing time of one movie 

this solution was limited to very small grid of parameters 

determined mostly by intuition and even then the time of 

computing was measured in days. 

Because of the modular construction of our system it 

was possible to run only selected modules easily. To 

make use of that feature we had run our system excluding 

the H_DM module and had logged the output from the 

H_NN to a file. The following approaches pick the 

parameters by running only the H_DM itself taking the 

input from that log file. The major time improvement was 

made the H_NN module is the slowest part of the system 

and it had been run only once for the training dataset. 

The first of the optimization approaches was to use 

random search as it has been shown to be more efficient 

than grid or manual search [17]. In this case the values of 

the parameters were randomly selected from the intervals: 

 (2,150) for the maximum detections parameter 

 (2,150) for the maximum distance parameter 

 (0,100) for the threshold parameter 

The second of the optimization approaches was to use 

a genetic algorithm [18], [19] to select the best parameter 

set. Genetic algorithms are inspired by natural selection 

and they could be summarized as consisting of four steps: 

Initialization, Evaluation, Selection and 

Mutation/Recombination. Steps 2-4 are repeated until the 

termination condition is not fulfilled. 

In our case in the initialization phase of genetic 

algorithm a population of random parameter sets is 

created. Afterwards, during the evaluation phase, the data 

is being processed by the H_DM module. Then, the 

resultant queue is being analyzed in order to calculate the 

value of fitness function – which in our case is the 

H_DM’s function 1. 

With the fitness function’s values comes the selection 

phase when 80% of the parameters sets are discarded. 

Finally, in the Mutation/Recombination phase new 

parameter sets are created. Firstly, two random parameter 

sets are chosen from the remaining population. Secondly, 

for each parameter the new on is randomly selected from 

the following set: 

 Value from the first parameter set 

 Value from the second parameter set 

 Value from the first parameter set modified by  

10% 

That process is repeated until the resultant population’s 

size is equal to 40% of the starting population’s size. At 

the end of the first iteration the population is filled with 

randomly-generated parameter sets in order to match the 

initial population size. The termination condition is set to 

fixed number of one hundred generations. 

The next analyzed method is simulated annealing [20], 

[21]. It is a heuristic algorithm based on the physical 

process of annealing - slow transition from a high energy 

state to a low energy state in solid. The object being 

annealed firstly is heated to some high temperature so 

that it is possible for it to easily change its physical 

structure. Then it is cooling slowly in order to develop 

ordered crystal structure. 

When it comes to the optimization algorithm firstly, 

there is an initialization with starting values of the 

temperature and a random solution. Secondly, the 

neighbor solution is being chosen randomly. Then, if it is 

better it is accepted, if worse accepted with some 

probability depending on the temperature parameter. 

Finally, the temperature parameter is being lowered. 

Those steps are being repeated until termination 

conditions are not fulfilled. 

In our case at the beginning of the process one random 

parameter set had been chosen. Then, the new candidate 
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parameter set is determined according to the following 

rules: 

 new_max_detections = current_max_detections  ±  

current_max_detections * temperature / 

max_temperature 

 new_max_dist = current_max_dist ±  

current_max_dist * temperature / 

max_temperature 

 new_threshold = current_threshold ± 

current_threshold * temperature / 

max_temperature 

After that the temperature is changed to 90% of the 

previous value. The termination condition is defined as 

the temperature reaches value lower than fixed limit of 

10-5 or when no changes in the H_DM function value 1 

are occurring. 

The last analyzed approach is the Bayesian 

optimization. In that case the H_DM function 1 is treated 

as a black-box function and is not being optimized 

directly itself [22], [23]. Rather than that the Gaussian 

process being the surrogate model of that function is 

being optimized with the acquisition function. At each 

iteration the next evaluation point in parameters space is 

found by finding the maximum value of the acquisition 

function. Then the original function is being calculated. 

After that the Gaussian Process is being updated with 

new value of H_DM function 1. The acquisition function 

value reflects both exploration (where the H_DM 

function is very uncertain) and exploitation (trying the 

points where the H_DM function is expected to be high). 

In general, the acquisition function values depends on 

both the Gaussian process hyperparameters and the 

values of the original function in previous points. In our 

case the Expected Improvement acquisition function is 

used. 

V. EXPERIMENTS 

The experiments were conducted on each of the 

algorithms and tested in terms of their efficiency and 

effectiveness in order to find the best one for the 

HEIMDAL project. 

We have used separate training and testing set – both 

represented in Table I. The training set consisted of five 

movies which represent the problem well. The ‘room1’ 

and ‘room2’ movies features two unarmed people (one 

per movie) walking around the room. The ‘room1-gun’ 

and ‘room2-gun’ movies features the same people 

carrying a visible gun. The ‘room5’ movie is considered 

to be the most difficult one as it features two people 

walking around the room carrying objects (e.g. a 

smartphone) in a way people hold a firearm. Results of 

evaluation of parameters sets on the training dataset are 

presented in Fig. 1, where points in the 3D space 

correspond to parameter values and the color reflects the 

H_DM function value (blue denoting the higher value). 

There is clearly no obvious maximum or general trend 

visible and the values are vary a lot, which makes the 

optimization task more ambitious. 

As we focus on limiting the number of false alarms, 

the testing set consists of two movies ‘corridor1’ and 

‘corridor4’ each featuring one hour of people walking 

through a corridor without any firearms. Camera 

placement, actors, light conditions and scene layout are 

different from the movies in the training set. 

TABLE I.  SUMMARIZATION OF FILMS IN DATASET 

Movie title Num. of frames 

room1-gun 2489 

room2-gun 1590 

room1 1391 

room2 578 

room5 2284 

corridor1 106466 

corridor4 96324 

TABLE II.  COMPARISON OF ALGORITHMS IN TERMS OF TIME AND 

SCORE ON THE TRAINING SET 

Algorithm Mean time of 

execution (s) 

Average 

score 

std.deviation of 

score 

Random 

search 

69.3 15.7 3.08 

Genetic 

algorithm 

2540.3 23.4 2.02 

Simulated 

annealing 

52.2 14.3 8.34 

Bayesian 

optimization 

96.8 22.2 3.14 

 

 

Figure 1.  Results on training set. 

There are a few observations worth mentioning about 

the results presented in Table II. The simulated annealing 

algorithm provides the worst result taking into 

consideration the average score, but its best results were 

competitive. On the other hand there is a genetic 

algorithm with the best and the most stable result 

obtained in the longest time. Bayesian optimization 

provides score comparable to genetic algorithm in 20 

times shorter time. 

As the evaluation on test dataset is time consuming, 

only Bayesian optimization and genetic algorithm were 

evaluated on it. Both parameter sets on both movies 

reported 0 detections. 
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VI. CONCLUSIONS 

In this paper we have compared various algorithms 

serving hyperparameter optimization as well as their 

adaptation to solving the problem of choosing the best 

parameters for H_DM module. We opted for using the 

genetic algorithm as it gives, omitting time performance, 

the best results. 

Apart from further development of the H_NN module 

the future researches will focus on exploration and tests 

upon a H_DM’s function. Because of the fact that we 

have set up genetic algorithm parameters arbitrarily based 

on conducted experiments, we want try to tune them to 

improve the time performance of it, with preservation of 

its effectiveness. Gathering of a bigger and more 

representative dataset will serve our purpose well. 
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